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About This Game

Welcome to the LightStrike VR Arena, where you face challengers that are out to destroy you before you can destroy them.
Players stand on Game Pads floating high above the future world surface. Stepping off a Game Pad is sure death.

The controllers are simple enough - a Shield and a Disk. Use your Disc to inflict damage to your opponent by flinging it at them
and making contact. Your Shield can be used to block incoming opponent disks. Score points by striking your opponent. Player

that survives, wins.

Activate a Disk, by pulling the trigger of your controller. This will turn your Shield into a weapon. Throw your Disk when you
release the trigger.
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This game just doesn't update!

There's no news, updates, or even talking from the developers. Only so few people know about his game, so those people have
no one to duel with.

I think the people who made this game, only just made a big mistake.

I do not recommend this game to anyone who up for battle and ready to fight. Unless you want to wait over an hour so you can
have a 5 minute duel, then go ahead.. I cant play with it.
Not because it doesnt work, but only multiplayer mode and NO ONE plays with this game. So im stuck in menu and cant play.
I think its a fun game, thats why i bought the game. And its cheap...
So please, buy the game and play it!. I love it if it would be alot of people online yet -

the one thing i hate is that you have to hosted it again if you want to play it again - theres no (would you like to play again)
choice after the game. So I finally got to setup two Vive units using MSI VR one with my son and we played about 6 matches,
luckly nobody was really on to jump in and join while I was hosting so my son could join, thats 1 big gripe!! We need to at least
send a invite to friend if you aren't gonna have any local multiplayer. It was fun and does have some potential. 2nd gripe, 2
minutes go's by way to fast, I would love to see more options for time, maybe best of rounds. Keep adding and we will keep
supporting, please don't fade away LOL!!!. Game sucks. Do not purchase this. It only allows you to play another online
opponent and of all the times I have tried to connect to play I was succeful an entire zero times. Haven't even been able to play it
as there appears no computer opponent to play against. Don't bother wasting your money like I did. It's not even worth 99 cents
since you cant play it. LOL, I just tried to post my review and it tells me you cant post a review until you have 5 minutes of
game play. Nice trick Steam seeing as I cant even play the stupid game. The game looks like it would be fun... I wouldn't know
though because there is no one online playing nor are there bots. From what I've been seeing the devs bailed.. (Don't know for
sure if thats true)
. 9 months and nothing. Did the sparc people pay you off or do you just not care that we paid money for this abandoned game?.
I like the look and feel of the game, but I haven't been able to ply it. No one's online to play against. Please add bots to play
against while there's not that many people online.
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